INTRODUCTION
THE LIE algebra of formal Hamiltonian vector fields, h, on R*" was studied by Gel'fand, Fuks, and Kalinin in [6] . They showed that the cohomology and the relative cohomology decompose:
H*(h, sp) = 6 H*(h, sp), r=-2n where sp = sp (n) as a subalgebra of h. For each r, HW) and HT(h, sp) are the cohomologies of some finite dimensional complexes. (Since these are acyclic for odd r, they are indexed by N = r/2 in [6] .) Then Gel'fand computed HZ(h, sp) for r 5 0 and used a computer program to show, for the R* case, that Hr(h, sp) = 0 for 0 < r < 8 and that Ht(h, sp) is generated by one element in dimension 7. The absolute and relative cohomologies are related by the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence converging to H*(h); the Ez term is H*(sp)@ H*(h, sp). To prove a conjecture that H*(h) is not finite dimensional, it would suffice to show that for infinitely many r, the Euler characteristics, x, = I&, (-1)p dim Z-I," (h, sp), do not vanish. For all r, the Euler characteristics of H:(h) itself vanish because of the zero Euler characteristic of the factor of H*(sp) in the above E, term. Gel'fand's definition of the summands H:(h) and H!(h, sp) is somewhat combinatorial rather than conceptual and applies only to the Hamiltonian case. A more general, coordinate free approach is used in $3.
In the R* case, the Euler characteristic, x~, is the coefficient of x"t' in the expansion of 0 ; n(l_trxq)=t-*+2_t*-f'4_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -t"b-3f48-2f50+3fJ2-f5*-3f60+3f6*-8f6(+9f66t IOr" + . . + (terms in x and x-').
The above product is taken over r = -l,O, 1,2,.
; q = -(r + 2), -r, . . , r, r + 2: except for the case r = q = 0. The expansion was made by a computer program. The general R" case is given in formulas 2.5, 3.1, and 4.1.
Gel'fand was able to isolate a representative for his new cohomology class in H:(h, sp) ( [6] ), corresponding to the term (-l)t". In this paper, however, only the Euler characteristics are computed.
Although a recursive formula was found for the coefficients of this expansion (3.4), unfortunately, an expression in closed form was not. Therefore, it is still an open question whether infinitely many of these Euler characteristics are non-zero.
Very different from the above subalgebras of the Cartan type, is the sub-algebra, 6, of vector fields which preserve a flag, 0 C R' C R* C R-' C . . . C R". The cohomology, H*(b), which is finite dimensional, provides characteristic classes for multi-foliations. The linear part, b,,, of b is identified with the matrices with zeros above the diagonal. At least for n 5 4, H*(b) has the same cohomology as the following complex: C* = E(B,, . . . , &)a P(fl,, . . . , 0,). where E(. . .) is the exterior algebra on {&}, P(. . .) is the truncated polynomial algebra on {&}. The degree of fI is 1, and ni = de, has degree 2.
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For arbitrary n, there is a map Hp(C*)+ N"(b). The conjecture is that this map is an isomorphism. For n 5 4, this has been verified by a series of computer programs which computes the E, term of a certain spectral sequence.
For the basic definitions of Lie algebra cohomology, see [2,3,7,8, or 91 . For a topological Lie algebra, g, the complex, C*(g), will consist of the continuous cochains. Recall that for any X E g, the derivative, d: Cp(g)+ r?"(g) is related to the Lie derivative, Lx: c"(g)+ C'(g), and to the anti-derivation, ix: C"(g)-, C'-'(g), by the formulas dLx = L,& and Lx = ixd + di,.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The Euler characteristic formula is derived in 82 and is then applied to the special cases of Hamiltonian ($3) and volume-preserving ($4) formal vector fields. Finally, the flag-preserving case is discussed in §S.
I wish to thank Prof. R. Bott for many hours of helpful conversation while he directed the thesis [lO] which is summarized here.
92.THE MAIN FORMULA FOR EULER CHARACTERISTICS
Suppose that h is a closed subalgebra of the topological Lie algebra, a, of formal vector fields on R". (Cf. [ 1 I]). It will also be necessary to assume that [h, R] C h, where R = CXid/aXi is the radial vector field. The topology is defined by the filtration a = a-' > a0 > a ' > . . -, where u' is the set of formal vector fields vanishing at the origin to order j. The subalgebra is then filtered by h' = h rl ai. The quotient, ai = ai/uic', is isomorphic to Si+' @ V and can be identified with {X E a][R, X] = jX}. Then hi = hi/hi" is identified to a subspace. Proof. Since h = lIhj, the (continuous) dual, h* = C'(h) is a direct sum, C"(h)= h!, @ h$@ ht @ h: 0..
., of eigenspaces, h T, on which Ln acts by the scalar, -r. Since Ln is a derivation, C"(h) = A'h* is also a sum, @ .C," (h), of eigenspaces, where Since Ln commutes with d, H*(h) = H*(@CT(h)) = @H*(Cr(h)). The subscripts behave as stated with respect to products because Ln is a derivation. If R E h, then L, = ind + di, is homotopic to zero on H*(h), and H:(h) = 0 for rf 0. The relative case is similar, with p,, above equal to zero.
Q.E.D.
Denote by D the diagonal matrices of ao=ggl(n, R), and let T = D II ho. Q.E.D.
The collection, A = IITs-,Aj, of these roots determines the action of T on all of h 2 flhi by continuity.
For a scalar multiple ZR of R, the exponential, eZR, acts on H* (h, h,) and is multiplication by e -G on Hf(h, ho). The action on HP(h, ho) will be denoted by Hp(eZR) . Since HYh, ho) is finite dimensional, the Lefschetz operator,
is defined as a formal power series in ez.
Remark 2.4. If x, is the Euler characteristic of HT(h, ho), then Cx, e'* = A(e-'").
Since both R and T act on h by roots, the direct sum, T+= {ZRjz,,@ T, acts on h by an enlarged system of roots, C={(rZ+B(X,,.. From now on, the subalgebra, ho, of h will be required to be a semi-simple Lie algebra. This is satisfied in the Hamiltonian and volume preserving cases, where h, = sp(n) and h, = s!(n) respectively. Then T is the standard maximal Cartan subalgebra of ho, and A0 is the usual root system of ho. 
The Euler characteristic, x_ of HT(h, ho) is given by the following generating function :
No convergence is asserted; both sides are equal as formal power series in ez, where Z appears in 8 as the coordinate of R. R C T+. The order of the Weyl group of h, is 1 WJ, and n is the dimension of the vector space. The integration is over the maximal torus of the compact group of h,. The volume of this torus is normalized to be I. This means that the integrand is expanded as CA,.* e'= ee over r E Z and 0 E T*, where A,, E R. This is a power series in ez, but for each r the coefficient A,.@ = 0 except for a finite number of 19. The integration is termwise, eliminating all terms with B# 0, leaving only x, = A,,,. To compute finitely many x~, the integrand can be replaced by a finite product, in which case there are no convergence worries.
Proof. Since h = I'Ihj is a direct product, the (continuous) dual is a direct sum, h* = Oh:. Then T' = (R)@ T acts by weight, -C, on the I-cochains, 
The character of C'(h, ho) as an (R @h&module
is the trace of the action of e=@* on C'(h, /I,,), where ZR @ X E (R) @ h, (Cf. 2.4). This is determined by the restriction of X to lie in T C ho, where the action is by roots:
Tr (e where the sum is interpreted as a formal power series in ez, and each A, is finite. The character of Cp(tr, h,) as an (R @ h&module is obtained from the generating function for choosing p terms (without repetition) of the above sum. The dimension of the invariant submodule is given by Weyl's formula.:
where 1 WI is the order of the Weyl group of ho. Since A0 = -ALo, e can be replaced by -6 above.
Then the dimension of C,"(h, II,,)% is the coefficient of up e-" in
To get the Euler characteristic, x_ of. CT(h, ho)%, u is set to -1:
C xr e-'= = 1 I , w, _/ fj (1 -e-'z-ecx').
, ! BE&
Changing -19 to 0 does not change the integral. Changing 2 to -Z proves the theorem. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.6. For any Lie algebras, h C a, the normalizer, n, of h acts via L on h, on C'(h),
and on H"(h). Since h itself acts trivially on its own cohomology, n/h acts on H"(h). If ho C h is a subalgebra, then the normalizer, n', of the pair, (h, ho), acts on the relative cohomology, H*(h, ho). Since h n n' acts trivially, there is a well defined action of n'/(h fl n') on H*(h, h,). These normalizers are defined to be
In the applications, n'/(h fl n') is one-dimensional generated by a representative, R. This suggests that everything in sight be regarded as an R-module or as an (R + h&module. these forms are both symmetric and alternating, hence zero. For j = 1, R is the only invariant in V* @I V. Since the s/(n)-invariant forms of V 0. . . @ V* are similarly generated by evaluations and the determinants, n"V* and A"V, (n = dim V > 1 to avoid the trivial case) which are also alternating, a similar argument holds.
To see that the normalizer of h, is h,+ R, replace h by ho above. That is, let h, = 0 for all r#O.
THE HAMILTONIAN CASE
In this section, h will be the Hamiltonian formal vector fields on V = R'". The linear subalgebra, ho, is then equal to sp = sp(n) C g1(2n, R). (for i = 1 a'factbr'df (I-1) =b' is ar?i~~~ Integration is over the maximal torus, {diag (xl, x1-', . . . ,x,, x.-'1) C P(n), with xi E C of modulus 1. The integration equates X~ with the coefficient of (x1'. . . x.")t' in the expansion of the integrand. The order of the Weyl group of sp(n) is n !2". Before the proof, some corollaries are given.
COROLLARY 3.2. If r is odd, then x, = 0.
Proof. In the expansion of the integrand, the exponent of t has the same parity as the sum of the exponents of the xi's. Proposition 3.5 will show further that, in fact, Hf(h, sp) = 0 for odd r. At present, it is not known whether this expansion is a polynomial or not. Nevertheless, the existence of ES"__, Ix,] = 57 cohomology classes in H*(h, sp) is demonstrated. For r 18, H?(h, sp) is generated by elements in HZ-*, Ho', Ho', and H8' (See [6] ). This verifies the leading terms, t-'+ 2 -ts.
There is a recurrence formula for the coefficients of the infinite product of 3.3. Let
CA.,t'x"=;(lt-'x)(1-t-'x-')n(l -t'x4) +-'(I -tx-')(I -tx)n(lt'x'),
whereu=-2,-l,O,...; v E Z; and the product is taken over r = 0, 1,2,. . . and 4 = -(r + 2), -r,..., r, r + 2 except for the case r = q = 0. The logarithmic derivative is taken with respect to t. There are no convergence problems since only a finite product is required to compute finitely many coefficients.
ZuA,,t"-'x"
CAi$x'
Multiplying both sides by tCA,t'x',
ZuA,,t"x" = {-2-(C,"t'x')-(Z,-t'x-')-C r~;,,t"xk4}CAiitixi.
Equating coefficients, and then dividing by u + 2, the following recurrence formula is obtained: Therefore, in [6] , the summands, HT, are indexed by N = r/2. The advantage of considering CP = @M+N_rCP.M~N is that this will be an sp(n)-module, while each Cp.M.N is not. Then Weyl's formula for the dimension of the invariant submodule can be applied.
$4. VOLUME PRESERVING FORMAL VECTOR FIELDS
In this section, h will denote the Lie algebra of volume preserving formal vector fields. The linear subalgebra is ho = d(n). -index a = (a,, . . . , a,); [al = Ca,; andx" = XI"'. . . x,O". Each ai = -l,O, 1,. . .; at  least one ai # 0; and at most one ui = -1. The exponent, e(a) = n -1 if every ai z 0, and E(U) In fact, the following stronger result holds in analogy with proposition 3.5. (1) [Vi. Xl C RNVIIO Vi,
The subalgebra of such X is denoted by b.
consists of power series on V which are constant in the Vi directions, condition (2) becomes:
which is equivalent to condition (I).
In a suitable coordinate system (i.e. V, = ((0,.
.0.x,+,, . . 1x,)}), any X E 6 has the following form:
x =f,(.r,)a/ax, t ji(x,.xz)d/axzt' . .ff"(X,, . ,x,)a/dx.,
For each i, V has a codimension i foliation whose leaves are the cosets of Vi. Then b is the subalgebra of a which preserves these foliations for all i = I, 2,. . . , n, in the sense that the infinitesimal transformations generated take leaves to leaves. The linear subalgebra, bO, is the set {CisiAiix,d/aoY,lAij E R}, isomorphic to matrices with zeros above the diagonal.
Just as H*(a) provides characteristic classes for codimension-n foliations, H*(6) provides characteristic classes for the following sort of "multifoliations:"
A manifold, M, is given a codimension-1 foliation whose leaves are further foliated to give a codimension-2 foliation of M. Proof. Note that the image of flit in C*(6) is a sum Z:=,e' A O!.i. It is clear that I is contained in the kernel. To see the reverse inclusion, let where J and K are multi-indices and A,, E R. Assuming that cp f 0, it will be shown that the image of cp is non-zero in C*(b). Since {~,a/dx,}~+ acts nilpotently on W(fhdll, it_ suffices to assume that L,,a,dxi cp E I. In that case, cp = C,A,n,'. To see this, suppose that RF appears (with k -j maximal) to some highest power, n 2 I. 9 = (0; )" &K&K 0," (RkL )" + $I+ i;
where I++ contains terms of degree <m in ok", and i contains terms of degree <n in nj". Applying (Lridldxr)", the result lies in I.
n !(n,* -fl:)n(IA,.Kfl,K(&k)" +$)+O E I.
However, the leading term, CA,., fl," (II," )"'" cannot be in I since the corresponding term in cp was not in I. Recall that I is generated by monomials. The image of cp = X,A,Q,' in C*(b) is This is non-zero because the l-forms can be put in a well defined order since ri C: ii for all i=l,..., 4; there is no cancellation possible. Q.E.D. For 4 = 1,. . , n, there is a projection, b + a(q), where n(q) is the formal vector fields on R'. This induces a map, C*(a(q))+C(b), for each q. The kernel, I,, of the map W(gl(q))+ C*(a(q)) is generated by all polynomials in {flit11 <j, k 5 4) of degree >2q. where each flik is counted as degree 2 (See [ 11). Then I is generated by the images of all of the 1, under W(gl(q))+ W(b), for q = 1, . . . . n. Gqt)=E(e,l,..., e,n)@P(n,',..., an).
